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Paul Mongillo
REGION-3.YAKIMA. ANDEREA
l0l10/97 9:48am
Waptus Lake Trip

I could send you a data sheet on the gill netting, However, it has less than what I sent you in the e-mail. I did notmeasure any of the fish' In fact, I ripped my nels so I could get the bigger ones out quickly and avoid killin! them.If you already deleted the info before writing it down, here it is again. Lengths wersestimated and may be
estimated differenfly from first e-mail.

frto 24 hour sets in 100 feet of water

I25' by 8' by l"stretch mesh multifilament net

1 rainbow about 17u
4 brook trout from 8u to 14u
1 possible bulubrook cross about 20u, faint vermiculation anterior to dorsal

I got the same report from Greg Johnson on his fishing experience. I also spent several hours trolling around the
lake without so much as a nibble.

we were on our way to spade when we ran into Greg. It was a miserable day, It is a grueling hike with no
switchbacks and many blowdowns. Molly and I got to within a half a mile of the lake. We wire above it on a
wind swept slope looking down on the waterfall at the outlet. However, it was blowing, pouring and we already
had every piece of clothing on we had carried up with us. We miscalculated how much more severe the weather
was going to be at 6000 feet. Anyway we were wet and cold so we stopped to eat in lhe hopes we could wafln up
and get a burst of energy' We both ended up shivering by the time wjsloppeA eating. Oui tranOs were numb and
it was obviously time to leave. We didn't make it. Did not attempt it me iottowinghy,because the weather wasjust hs bad and we wanted to rest up for the death march out


